
Travel Information 
 
Flight ticket: 

Recommend to bring the print outs of e-ticket and the invitation letter for 
immigration.  
Please keep your air ticket stub and present at WS registration. 
Also, keep the stub of return trip and send the photocopy or PDF to Ms. 
Ishikawa. 
sayuri-ishikawa@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp 

 
Accommodation: 

Hotel rooms are booked for invited guests from foreign countries. Breakfast is 
included.  
 
Mitsui Garden Hotel Kashiwanoha 
148-2 Kashiwanoha Campus, 178-4 Wakashiba, Kashiwa-city, Chiba, 277-
0871    Tel: +81-(0)4-7134-3131 
 
https://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/kashiwanoha/eng/ 
The hotel is just outside of the West Exit, Kashiwanoha Campus Station, 
Tsukuba Express Line. 
Map: https://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/kashiwanoha/eng/access/ 
 

Access between airports and hotel: 
Minimum transportation fee by using train mentioned below will be paid with your 
per diem. Please understand it is fixed fee based on the rule of AORI, UTokyo. 
We don’t refund based on your receipt.  
 
Information prepared by the hotel 
https://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/kashiwanoha/eng/access/ 
 
From Haneda Airport: 

Using Limousine bus is most convenient (ca. 100 min).  
http://www.tobu-bus.com/en/haneda/haneda_kashiwa.html 
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Take a bus from No.6 bus stop at the airport and get off at Kashiwanoha 
Campus bus stop. Map of No6 bus stop is available in the web site above. 
“Kashiwanoha Campus” bus stop is in front of the hotel. 

You can buy a bus ticket from vending machine just out of the custom, 2F 
arrival lobby. Go out the exit and go straight forward ca. 30 m, passing 
through Information, then on the right hand you see the vending machine 
(JPY1540).  

Departure time from Haneda Int. Airport is between 8:25 to 22:15, ca. every 
1 hour. Time table is also available on the website above.  
 
To Haneda airport from Kashiwanoha Campus for your return trip, please 
check the schedule on the web site. 

 
By train (ca. 100 min): 

Take Monorail to “Hamamatsucho” station 
Change to JR Yamanote line (light green) to “Akihabara” station. 
Change to Tsukuba Express (TX) line to “Kashiwanoha-campus” station. 
Hotel is just outside of the West Exit of the station. 

 
From Narita Airport: 

Using airport bus is most convenient. However, only 2 services a day  
Narita Terminal 2:  Bus stop No12 (arrival floor) 10:50,  19:20 
Narita Terminal 1:  Bus stop No.5 (arrival floor) 10:55,  19:25 
Get off at “Kashiwanoha Campus” bus stop which is in front of the hotel. 

 
Departure time to Narita airport is: 06:30 and 14:15 (ca. 70 min) 

 
By train (ca. 80 min): 

Take “Keisei Narita Sky Access Line” (not Keisei Skyliner nor JR Narita 
Express) to “Higashi Matsudo” station (ca 40 min) 
Change to JR Musashino line to “Minami Nagareyama” station (ca. 10 min) 
Change to Tsukuba Express to “Kashiwanoha Campus” station (ca. 10 min). 
Hotel is just outside of the West Exit of the station. 

 
Optional way to the hotel 

Take airport bus from Narita airport T1 or T2 to “Tsukuba Center” (ca. 70 min). 



Then, change to Tsukuba Express line to “Kashiwanoha-Campus” station. 
Departure time from T2: 7:35, 8,35, 9,35, 10,35, 11:35, 13:05, 14:45, 16:05, 
16:55, 17:55, 18:55, 20:35. From T1, 5 min after the time of T2. 
Total fee is JPY2300+670=2970. We do not refund for the extra cost. 
Compared with use only train, it’s easy and not so crowded in the train. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map of Kashiwanoha Campus station 
 
Access between hotel and AORI 

Free shuttle bus service between just outside of the hotel and UTokyo is 
available on Thursday and Friday. It takes ca 10 min. In the campus, two bus 
stops. Get off the terminal (last) bus stop.  
 
Every 10 min service between 08:00-09:50. For more detail, see the website. 

  https://www.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/gsfs/shuttle-bus/2017shuttlebus_e.pdf 
Please remember, it is a small bus (see photo below, with symbol of UTokyo, 
light blue and yellow colored) and many students also use it. You may need to 
wait for a while for next bus. On Thur., recommending to take bus before 09:20 
 
On Saturday, please take public bus from bus stop #1 of the West Exit (see 

Airport 
 

https://www.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/gsfs/shuttle-bus/2017shuttlebus_e.pdf


map above). Get off at “Todai Nishi”. Fee is JPY170, in cash or prepaid IC card 
(Suica, Pasmo, see below). Fee JPY170. 
Time table on Sat.: 
08:32, 08:35, 08:45, 08:55, 09:05, 09:13 
 
How to get bus: Please see following web site 
https://www.ipmu.jp/visitors/getting-around 
 
It is nice walking distance through Kashiwanoha Park (ca 25 min) between 
hotel and campus.  

 
  Taxi: ca 10 min, JPY1200.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shuttle bus of UTokyo and sign of the bus stop.   
 
 
Tips   
Prepaid IC card  
Purchasing a prepaid e-money card (Suica or Pasmo) at a station is 
recommended. These prepaid cards enable you to take transportation services 
without purchasing tickets at ticket vending machines. 
http://www.ipmu.jp/visitors/getting-around  
 
Taxi  
From Narita Airport, a taxi will cost around JPY 25000 with highway use (60 min.). 

https://www.ipmu.jp/visitors/getting-around


From Haneda Airport, it will be around JPY 19000 using highway (70 min.).      
Please note that taxi fee is not supported as transportation fee. 
 
 
Reception 
  Welcome reception is scheduled at 18:30, Sept. 5 at Hotel Sunoak 
Kashiwanoha. 
  Attendee from foreign countries are invited. Halal dishes are also prepared. 
  It takes ca 7 min walk from Mitsui Garden Hotel. Meet at the lobby and leave 
at 18:15. 
https://uk.hotels.com/ho543677/?pos=HCOM_UK&locale=en_GB&pa=1&tab=d
escription&ZSX=0&SYE=3&q-room-0-children=0&q-room-0-adults=2 
 
 
Restaurants and food at night 
There are restaurants and food court in the 3rd floor of the shopping mall (just 

outside of the west exit of the Kashiwanoha campus station.. At the East Exit of 
the station, sushi, izakaya (Japanese style pub), seafood restaurants there. Along 
the railway, there are some bars. Convenience stores are near the hotel and just 
outside of the west exit of the station. 
  



Campus map 
AORI is located at west-end of the campus. WS is at Auditorium, on 2nd floor.  
 
 
  
 


